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 Now that I work as an independent consultant I will be sending out updates every now and then with D&T related 
things that may be of interest to you.  

  
 Free Weekly D&T Newsletter  
  

 

This is a regular weekly newsletter for D&T teachers that my wife, Julie Boyd, does as part of her own 
work as a D&T consultant. It has with regular input from me and is relevant to all areas of D&T. It includes 
links and updates for D&T, as well as teaching and learning information generally. It also includes a 
regular free download image. If you would like to be added to the mailing list email me or email julie direct 
at julie@julieboyd.co.uk 

 

 Free D&T Resources  

 

Take a look at my wife’s website for D&T teachers. There are a wide range of free resources for 
D&T generally, and in particular for D&T textiles which is her specialist subject. She also has 
extensive experience as a senior leader with whole school responsibilities within teaching and 
learning and coaching, and this is also included on the website. 
Visit www.julieboyd.co.uk 

 

  
 Courses  

 

My wife and I regularly run courses, both separately and together, including ones on 3D printing, 
electronics, e-textiles, new KS3 Curriculum, Gifted and Talented, Outstanding Teaching & Learning, 
Higher Level Thinking Skills, Behaviour Management, Leadership, Coaching Skills and many more. 

There is a current programme of courses which can be viewed here. Additional courses can be added 
to the calendar on request. Bespoke courses can also be run at your school. 

The next course aimed at any D&T teacher focuses on the New KS3 Curriculum and is on 10th 
December in Birmingham.

 

 

There are also a range of courses for textiles teachers taking place in the next few months: 
E-textiles - 16th December, Nottingham (basic course), & 16th January, Nottingham (programmable e-
textiles components to meet the requirements of the KS3 curriculum)
A Level Textiles -  21st January, Nottingham

 

 Event Photography  

 

As well as my new role as an education consultant, I am also running a 
successful events photography business. This includes events such as proms, 
sports events, prize giving and other in school based photography. If your 
school is holding an event I can provide photography with at the event printing. 
The business model I am using means that your school benefits financially for 
every photo that is purchased so it is a great way raising additional funds. 

Feel free to pass this information on to the relevant person in your school. For 
more information contact paulboyd@mac.com

 

 You have received this update because you have given me your email address when you have attended one of my courses or when 
you have contacted me in the past. If you do not want to receive future updates click on unsubscribe and let me know.  
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